Joost SWARTE
Trafic Selling exhibition
from September 9th to October 9th, 2011

Joost Swarte is the inventor of the terms “Clear Line” and “Atom Style.” His drawing
fluctuates with pleasure between these two major trends in comics. Not forgetting
the influence of his initial training in design. With its poetic, playful elements, the
world of Swarte is instantly recognisable.
The Exhibition
In addition to fifty gems, “Oldies but Goodies” (created between 1974 and 2009), the
exhibition Trafic (a nod to the “Dutch” movie by Jacques Tati) presents unpublished
works which are all variations on means of transport. The interactions between these
and human beings amuse me, the artist explains. The results are captured, with
an optimistic and zany spirit, in 7 portraits, 7 highlighted drawings and 7 wooden
statues. All of them never seen before!
•7
 portraits: Joost Swarte stages seven of his favorite characters: Groucho Marx,
Jacques Tati, Buster Keaton, Audrey Hepburn, Gerrit Rietveld, Raymond Queneau and
Le Corbusier. Each lucky winner grabs a means of transport. These sophisticated
graphic compositions provide a fresh look at these personalities.
• 7 accidents: Joost Swarte makes use of the “rehaut” or highlighting process, a
well-known fine art technique. In the heart of an urban setting, whose secrets he
knows well, he has designed a scene of an accident. This is printed using the
technique of pigment inks. For each of the seven copies, Swarte has drawn on the
print seven unique causes of accidents.
• 7 Sculptures of “Four-Winds Bike”: Joost Swarte hunts down old toys in secondhand shops, with a preference for wood. My favorites are those which make you
think of Rietveld, Torres-Garcia or Ko Verzuu. For this exhibition, I imagined a wooden
sculpture depicting a bicycle that can move in four directions (North, South, East
and West).
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Joost Swarte: Key Dates
1947: born December 24, at Heemstede (Netherlands) - Late ‘60s: Industrial
Design studies - Influenced by Willem and Crumb, his first comics appeare in the
underground press - 1971, he founds the magazine Modern Paper before joining Tante
Leny Presenteert - 1973: his stories are published in French in Charlie - 1977: During
the exhibition Kuifje in Rotterdam, he creates the term Klare lijn (‘Clear Line’) - 1980:
Modern Art, the “cult” album of the New Clear Line - a revelation to the French-speaking
public - Futuropolis becomes his specialist publisher in France (with, among others,
Swarte 30/40 and Swarte, Hors-Série) - 1985: creation of his publishing house: Oog
en Blik - 1996: design of the Toneelschuur theatre in Haarlem - 2008: Communication
Arts Award of Excellence (USA) - 2009: interior design of the Hergé Museum
Since the beginning of his career, Swarte has created numerous covers for the press.
Humo and The New Yorker have become long-term collaborations.
Swarte’s work goes beyond the scope of traditional comics, to flourish in the field
of illustration (covers of books and records, portfolios, posters, exhibitions) and
architecture. Swarte makes no secret of his taste for modern art and abstraction. For
Swarte, the Clear Line is also a form of graphic abstraction.

